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IN THE NAME OF MY FATHER
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Newspaper for month of May 2008 Issue
Dedicated:
This month’s newspaper is dedicated to Her Majesty Queen of Queens Farah PAHLAVI,
who is always on side of Iranian people despite 1979 Riot and bitter test of leaving Iran.
History of Monarchy in Iran Zamin:
Founder of Iran Zamin is Cyrus the Great, Part Two:
In 559 BC Cyrus the Great’s father passed away and Cyrus the Great ascend the throne
and became King of Anshan.1 He was not full fledged Monarch, He had to defeat Mighty
Median Empire prior of becoming a Mighty King.
Cyrus the Great commenced His military campaign against Median Empire and Harpagus
took part with Cyrus the Great’s military campaign. It is unclear to understand the real
motive of Harpagus for taking part with Cyrus the Great’s military campaign. Perhaps
there is a justifiable reason for Harpagus to take part with Cyrus the Great’s military
campaign that Harpagus was seeking vendetta against Median King Astyages over his
son death.2 It is more likely that Harpagus and Cyrus the Great wanted to overthrow the
Median Empire which was unjust to its own subjects.3
In 522 BC, Cyrus the Great waged war against the Median Empire and the first battle is
called Battle of Pasargadae, and Cyrus the Great continued His military campaign until4
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549 BC, when Cyrus the Great subdued the Median Empire by capturing Ecbatana5 and
Median Empire collapsed and acknowledged Cyrus the Great as their ruler.6 Cyrus the
Great accepted Median Crown and called Himself King of Persia.7 Consequently,
Arsames was King of Persia decided to abdicate His throne, and “His son Hystaspes, who
was also Cyrus’ second cousin, was then made satrap of Parthia and Phrydgia. Arsames
would live to see His grandson become Darius the Great, Shahanshah of Persian, after the
death of both of Cyrus’ son.”8
Continue…
Recent Events:
Persian Gulf:
Persian Gulf is a body of water which is located in the “Southwest Asian region, is an
extension of the Indian Ocean located between Iran and the Arabian Peninsula.”9 Since
1960s with rise of Pan-Arabism, Jamal Abdul Nasser, who formed Republic of Egypt
referred to Persian Gulf as an Arabian Gulf.10 However, United Nations have taken firm
stand on Persian Gulf and have instructed every nation to referee to Persian Gulf as
Persian Gulf.11 Arabian Gulf is ancient name of Red Sea.12 “Hecataeus (472 to 509 B.C.)
can be stated where Persian Gulf and Arabian Gulf (Red Sea) have been clearly shown.
Also a map has remained from Herodotus, the great Greek historian (425-484 B.C.)
which introduces Red Sea as the Arabian Gulf.”13
Therefore, Persian Gulf is recognized body of water by the United Nations and Arabian
nations are not deprived from any kinds of right, and Iranian people are not bullying the
Arabian nations to referee to Persian Gulf as Persian Gulf. It is time to rethink why some
left wing and democrats are calling the Persian Gulf as the Arabian Gulf or just Gulf?
Where is political correctness when you need one? Indeed, the same left wing and
democrat who play innocent here are cultivating the next war in the Persian Gulf region.
Shirin NESHAT is challenging the US media’s propaganda on hostage crisis in Iran:
The US media is a great tool for the White House administration to spread propaganda
and distorting information and re-inventing event, and misleading public about reality of
event of “Operation Eagle Claw” which “was a United States military operation to rescue
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the 53 hostages from the U.S. Embassy in Tehran, Iran on April 24, 1980.”14 Actually, on
that faithful day, the US failed to supply Mujahideen in Afghanistan with arsenal so that
the Mujahideen would engage in war with Russia on behalf of the US.
In 1980, the US was at proxy war with the Russia in Afghanistan, and the US was
supplying the Mujahideen in Afghanistan with arsenal. The Russian’s Red Army became
aware that the US cargo airplanes were landing on Iranian secret airbase at Tabas desert
which is closed by Afghanistan and Iran border. On April 28th, 1980 the Russian’s Red
Army fired several long range rockets and dismantled the cargo airplanes, and left the US
airplanes in total dysfunction and rest of the crew left the scene of chaos and backed to
US naval in Persian Gulf.
There were those who knew the system informed that former Islamic Republic of Iran’s
president Abolhassan Bani Sadr was flew to the scene of incident early in the morning
and there were present of Revolutionary Guards and were searching the wreckages. Mr.
Bani Sadr was told to leave the area forthwith. Mr. Bani Sadr left the area with the
airplane, and all of sudden Iran’s F-4 and F-5 rushed to the scene of incident and
bombarded the wreckage and killed all Revolutionary Guards at site of US airplanes
wreckage and destroying any evidence and witnesses that the America was using the
Tabas desert as a station to provide arsenal to the Mujahideen in Afghanistan. In this
fashion, the US avoided face to face confrontation with the Russia, and the US claimed
that this operation was about to rescue hostages in Tehran.
Interestingly, the Tabas desert is too far away to city of Tehran and it is close to
Afghanistan border. It would be wise for any rescue mission to be carry close by Tehran
and the US airplanes to land close by Tehran, and flee Iran’s territory in rush, and one
military officer was consulted and stated that there are two military bases close by
Tehran, one is called Semnan, and last is called Gharmsir. It is about one hour drive with
military vehicles to reach to above destinations and they are well known places for
military training and absent of civilian. These are prime spots for the US airplanes to
land. These bases were made so in case the Russian’s Red Army would launch an assault
on Iran, the US would supply Imperial Iranian Armed Forces with weapons so that the
Imperial Iranian Armed Forces would repel the Russian’s Red Army out of Iran. Thus,
this whole idea that the US airplanes landed in the Tabas desert is an absurd idea. Plus,
the Tabas desert would be wrong place to carry secret operation because of Imam Reza
and pilgrim. It is a heavy traffic area, and would not be so wise to land their airplanes
over there and with loud noise of airplanes would get attention of people and would be
impossible to carry some kind of discreet and secret operation.
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Truly the US media and the White House are making-up story as they go along and
thinking everyone is naïve and going to believe what they are saying, and merit of their
story is questionable and doubtful.
Let’s rethink about what we have heard, what our parents taught us, let’s challenge
conventional wisdom of a society, and make a rational decision.
History of Flag:
This portion of the paper is credit due to Javid Iran, who has done extensive research on
flag history of Iran.
“Ancient Iranians believed that Sun is the center of energy and the lion was the symbol of
bravery and power, and kingship. Mithras the found of ancient religion or "love and
peace" which was ancient religion of Iranians believed that a "messiah" will come to
rescue the humanity and will destroy the caw that is sitting on the nutrition as the symbol
of most commodity. Mithras that was believed to be sun's son is powerful enough that
will destroy the caw. Therefore in most archeological documents and carving we see an
angle or a lion fighting with a caw (Persepolis, Apadana Palace's stairs).
Therefore an artifact engraved with Lion and Sun with portrait of an angle who represents
Mithras has been discovered in most ancient archeological discoveries.”15
In 1979, the Pahlavi Dynasty collapsed in Iran and Khomeini returned to Iran. On May
09th, 1980 Khomeini ordered new flag16 because Khomeini believed lion was symbol of
rebellion and Hamid NADIMI removed lion and sun and replacing it with symbol of
Allah.17 Actually, it has no resemblance to Allah, and some have been kind and say it has
resemblance to spider in the middle of the flag. In this moment, when Khomeini removed
the lion from the flag, Khomeini castrated every Iranian by removing lion and sun
symbol from the flag.
Special News:
Canada’s stand on Regime Change in Iran:
The Office of the Right Honourable Stephen Harper, Prime Minister, has forwarded to
me your email and attached articles concerning the Iranian government. I regret the delay
in replying to you.
The Government of Canada does not support a policy of regime change in Iran and,
therefore, does not support any movement to overthrow the regime or to see parts of Iran
secede. Canada believes it is up to the Iranian people to choose for themselves, through
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democratic means, how they wish to be governed. However, you may be assured that the
Canadian government will continue its diplomatic efforts until all concerns about
Iran, including its nuclear program and human rights situation, have been satisfactorily
addressed.
Thank you for taking the time to write.
Sincerely,
Peter G. MacKay
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Feeling Pain:
Remembering those brave souls, remembering those brave souls, as if those brave souls
are walking before our eyes in this very moment and we will remember those brave souls
forever who called themselves john nesar to Pure Divine Motherland of Iran, and His
Majesty, Light of Aryan, King of Kings Mohammad Reza PAHLAVI I. Those brave
souls are walking toward death squad and embracing death with joy and glory and
walking away from us with honor and dignity so they would not witness today Iran is
burning. However, there are traitors among Imperial Iranian Armed Forces, and there is a
man with name of Mohammad Bagher PAKRAVON, who is sitting in another room, and
Mullah Yunesi would ask PAKRAVON to pass a death verdict with legal tone to his own
rank, and remembering traitors too.
PAKRAVON has no relation with Honorable Immortal General Hassan PAKRAVAN.
This PAKRAVON entered in Imperial Iranian Armed Forces as a sergeant, and as Iran
was a meritocracy under reign of Pahlavi Dynasty, he passed national exam, and entered
University of Tehran and continued his education in field of law. Once, he earned his law
degree from the University of Tehran, he commenced to work in Imperial Iranian
Military Justice Department.
Mohammad Bagher PAKRAVON was part of cleric circle from time he entered in the
army, and he was outspoken and distasteful about His Majesty. Despite, all animosity
against head of state, he never faced any kind of SAVAK brutality. Thus, there was
freedom of speech in Iran.
In 1979 riot, he assisted Mullah Yunesi to pass death verdict to Imperial Iranian Armed
Forces, he also took part in execution of 18 Tir Uprising of Imperial Iranian Armed
Forces.
Currently, Mohammad Bagheri PAKRAVON has a law firm in Tehran, his children are
doctors, three sons and one daughter, and his wife passed away about two years ago. He
always carries a hand gun and sleeps with his hand gun. Every year he calls Mullah
Yunesi so mullah Yunesi would give PAKRAVON one gold coin. Truly, PAKRAVON is
nothing but a slave of mullah.
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Indeed, Ebrahim YAZDI is right that he actually did not enter death sentence to Imperial
Iranian Armed Forces, there were others too, and bring them to justice. Ebrahim YAZDI
should not be worry, Sarbazan knows other traitors too and Sarbazan information is not
restricted to Mohammad Bagher PAKRAVON, there are others too who are identified,
and will bring them to justice in future. In case of YAZDI, he is, as guilty as, anyone else
for forming Kangaroo Court against Imperial Iranian Armed Forces. Remember children
of jan nesar are alive and will seek justice for their pain and loss.
Defending Iran:
Saturday April 12th, 2008
Honorable Senator Dianne Feinstein
United State Senate
331 Hart Senate Bldg
Washington, DC 20510
Ph: 202-224-3841
Fax: 202-228-3954
Via: E-mail
Honorable Senator Dianne Feinstein:
RE: Exporting Marxist-Islamist Revolution
In 1979, the Islamic Republic was incepted in Iran under core philosophy of MarxistIslamist utopia with hostile intention of exporting its revolution to the world and the US.
The Marxist and Islamist core philosophies are sharing same value of exporting their
cause around the world by means of using force, fear and fraud. Initially, it was unclear
how Marxist and Islamist were contemplating to export their revolution to the world and
the US. Today, there is a clear understanding how the cleric regime is exporting their
revolution to the world and the US by forming unholy alliance with the US’s left wing
minded individuals.
The cleric regime in Iran has been chanting death to America and death to Israel since
1979, and has been promising to their mind liked individuals total annihilation and
domination of West by sword of Islam. Interesting, there is no longer need for a sword to
spread Islam globally and the US, the cleric regime in Iran have nuclear capability which
is just matter of pushing a bottom.
The cleric regime is in position to spread its agenda in the US by forming National
Iranian American Council in the US soil which is acting as an invisible hand of the cleric
regime. The National Iranian American Council has formed alliance with the democrat
party and the left wing groups in the US so that they can endorse best interest of the cleric
regime in the legislative body of the US while ignoring the real fact that the cleric regime
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in Iran has no legitimacy to govern its subjects. Simply approaching from economic
aspect that in 2006, Export Development Canada reported 10% of population is
possessing 75% of Iran’s wealth and 90% of population is possessing 25% of Iran’s
wealth, and there is a pervasive social inequality in Iran due to the cleric regime’s internal
policy of maintaining status quote. Thus, the cleric regime does not have support of
Iranian people and by applying more economic pressure like sanctions on the cleric
regime would motivate Iranian people to rise against the cleric regime which is chanting
death to America and promise of wiping Israel off the map, Iranian people would revolt
against the state in Iran and will topple the Islamic Republic in Iran without US
intervention in Iran.
The bottom line, Iranian people are not citizens of the cleric regime, Iranian people are
subjects of the cleric regime, and subjects do not have any kind of rights. Despite above
reality of life in Iran, the US senator, politicians, as well as, those who call themselves
think tank that they are inclined toward left side of political spectrum have decided to
work closely with the National Iranian American Council which is acting as the invisible
hand of the cleric regime in the US so that the cleric regime would export its revolution
in the US. Consequently, there is a matter of safety and security of everyone here at stake
and no longer Senator Dianne Feinstein action can be tolerated and you need to resign
from office so a competent person can do the task.
Thank you,
Kind regards
Signed
Shirin NESHAT
US Presidential election 2008:
Senator Barack Hussein Obama is Bad News:
Senator Barack Hussein Obama is a wrong candidate to be elected to US President
Office, and has nothing to do with his race neither to do with his faith. It has to do with
his action.
Senator Obama has recruited democrat think tanks like “Pete Rouse, a 30 year veteran of
national politics and former chief of staff to Senate Democratic Leader Tom Daschle, as
his chief of staff, and economist Karen Kornbluh, former deputy chief of staff to
Secretary of the Treasury Robert Rubin, as his policy director. His key foreign policy
advisers include Samantha Power, author on human rights and genocide, and former
Clinton administration officials Anthony Lake and Susan Rice.”18 The above individuals
advised President Clinton how to appease with Taliban in Afghanistan which eventually
lead to 9/11 fiasco.
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In case, Senator Barack Hussein Obama is elected to the US President Office, he would
re-adopt appeasement foreign policy of Clinton. He is already in a state of denial that AlQaida was active in Iraq. Case to prove, when US airplanes were bombarding
Afghanistan, Zarqawi fled Afghanistan and hided in Iraq, he hided in Iraq because he was
familiar with Iraq and was comfortable to live in Iraq. When the US forces liberated Iraq,
Zarqawi waged partisan war with the US forces in Iraq and caused Iraq to become
unstable region which gave ammunition to the cleric regime in Iran to spread their reign
of terror in Iraq.
Senator Barack Hussein Obama is not a patriotic person at all. Case to prove, when US
General Petraeus was presenting his report to Congress about the US troops achievement
and shortfall in Iraq, Obama was censuring the General Petraeus at every step and wanted
to put him down and ignoring merit of the General’s hard work. Obama never wanted to
support General Petraeus action as a good cause, and boosting morale of the US troops in
Iraq.
The bottom line, Senator Barack Hussein Obama is a wrong candidate for the US
President Office because of what he wants to do to future of the US. He wants, the US, to
re-adopt appeasement foreign policy with the terrorist entities which means the terrorist
would become more hostile against the American, and already signs of disasters are at
every corner of streets, Muslims are holding a placarded and are saying God is Great and
Obama is the leader, now you do the math.
Memoir of a Soldier:
My father was an illiterate man, and at home he always talked about His Majesty Reza
PAHLAVI the Great’s contribution to Iran. My father believed that he was a true leader
and only solution for Iran. His Majesty was a firm Man, He would stair at another man,
and he would fall apart and that is what Iran needed at that time.
My father always talked highly about Imperial Iranian Armed Forces, and a man in
uniform was everything. As a result, military uniform had some kind of enigma for me,
and wanted to feel it.
I was a straight “A” student throughout my school years and my family wanted me to
enroll in medical school. I decided to enroll in a military college with my buddies. We
applied to the military college in field of infantry unit, and our application was accepted
by the military college. In first order of business, I wrote an entrance exam for the
military college and passed the entrance exam. In second stage of my future career, I had
to pass a medical exam which I did. In last stage, I needed someone to sign assuredly/
guarantor for me that I would not steal a rifle or any kind of military equipments, which
was arranged for me.
I attended the military college and was wearing my cadet uniform and felt so proud of
myself for serving my country and the King, it was best moment of my life. Once, I
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graduated from the military college, I was recruited in Special Forces which were known
as Ranger, and Tekavar. The United States of America was given the military training to
us. The Ranger unit composed of twelve men, and the Tekavar unit composed of two
men, and would receive parachute training. The above Special Forces were receiving
most of their training by Caspian Sea to confront Russian invasion of Iran.
There was another highlight of my military career when Dr. Farhad VARASTEH
returned to Iran from Japan as a body guard of His Majesty, King of Kings Mohammad
Reza PAHLAVI I because VARASTEH had his black belt in Karate. His Majesty
instructed VARASTEH to give Karate training to Imperial Iranian Armed Forces, and
twenty-four officers were recruited to receive the Karate training. Also, Dr. Farhad
VARSETEH earned his doctoral from France in field of political science, and sometimes
was working in foreign affair department.
There were several times that I met Honorable Immortal Major-General Ali NESHAT
when his military rank was not the General from distance, I found him to be an honorable
man, who loved Iran and his King dearly. He was a friendly man, and honest one. Ahura
Mazda blesses his soul in paradise.
There is no doubt in my mind that future historian will write about the Imperial Iranian
Armed Forces as honorable men that they defended Iran against aggression of enemy,
and Imperial Iranian Armed Forces never had any kind of plan to expand Iran’s territory,
there was plan to keep Middle East in peace by peaceful means. Today’s historians are
using every occasion to earn a few bucks here and there without understanding what they
are writing about or how they are tarnishing reputation of Iran in page of history, but
having faith in future historian that their pen will be just one.
Behind Every Successful Man, There is a Strong Woman:
I was a young lady and life was good, I was attending school and one day one of my
friends told me, she would come to my home for a tea with her mother. They came to our
home for a tea, and we had girl’s talk.
There was another time when my friend told me, she would like to have a tea party in our
home, I talked with my mother and she approved the invitation. So, she came with her
mother to our home, and there was another girl’s talk, which was about looking at fortune
with play cards.
Sometimes passed by and this time she asked me to come to their home for a tea party.
So, I went to their home with my mother and we enjoyed good quality time. It was
pleasant and peaceful. I really did not know what was going on, and there came a young
man, and greeted me and my mother. So, we had normal conversation and we left.
I had no idea what was going on really. Quite frankly, I was oblivious that my life was
changing and was moving in some direction. One day, a lady came to our home who was
elder sister of that young man that I met a few days ago in my friend’s house, his elder
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sister came to our house and spoke with my mother for approval of courtship their
daughter. My mother accepted, and a day was arranged for them to come to our home to
talk about dowry and following tradition.
The day came, and this young man’s family came to our home to meet my father, this
young man was polite, shy, educated and well manner. So, I liked what I see at him. My
mother told me to give one round of tea to everyone, so I did, and no I did not spill tea
tray on him. The elder of families discussed about dowry, and my father did not have any
kind of restriction about dowry or anything, he told the family that this was a young man,
who wanted to have a family and as long as his daughter was satisfy about dowry and his
daughter liked this young man, his father had no objection. My father was a good man,
and he was a well educated for himself and had some properties in Iran. Originally, my
father was residing in northern part of Iran’s Azerbaijan and he was forced to flee that
part of Iran due to Russian invasion of Iran. He lost most of his possession because of
war; we lived in a modest house and a modest neighborhood. He loved King of Kings
Mohammad Reza PAHLAVI dearly and always told us “you people do not know what
Iran had been through, we live in peace because of Him.”
But what would I know, what it means to be a soldier’s wife, the life of loneliness and
stranded in middle of no where with my children. She accepted his marriage by following
traditional rule.
Continue…
Obituary:
It is with utmost regret to inform readers that Dr. Feraydoun Adamiyat departed from this
world and left everyone the most wonderful treasure of constitutional historiography.
Putting Smile on Your Face:
Two sides of a river
Nasreddin sat on a river bank when someone shouted to him from the opposite side:
Hey! how do I get to the other side?
You are on the other side!" Nasreddin shouted back.19
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